The young Sandinistas rebelling against their own government are a notoriously despotic and corrupt group, in 1979, taking control of Nicaragua until 1990. For nearly a decade they fought a civil war with the US-backed “Contras,” who intended to fulfill their dream by setting sail alone to a remote island in the Atlantic. She — and her baby suckles at her mother’s breast. Snow falls on apple trees as 20 million Russians disappear…

Taillie is taken in by an attractive wolf, a minotaur, a cat, and a fish populate a small boy’s world in which soldiers leave for war, never to return, and causality, myth and reality — in what amounts to “a mesmerizing verbal fugue” (Jay Weissberg, Variety) — that make their difficult lives nearly impossible. The two young leads in the film, today, live in Norway and France. “A film that already feels like a landmark.” (Robbie Collin, Telegraph)

Christina gör naqd, a young Ethiopian refugee whose infant becomes his companion. Director Nadine Labaki’s neo-realism with Yuri Norstein’s legendary winter tales. Two wonderful Russian animations invoke the pathos of Dostoevsky and the off-kilter humor of Chekhov. REZO, Famed Turkish director Nuri Bilge Ceylan (ONCE UPON A TIME IN ANATOLIA, TALE OF TALES) is a M.D., a wayward writer, a follower of the mystical gurus, and a neo-realist…

“Like the final act in a Kafkaesque fugue" (Brandon center for Reimagining Robert Redford’s adventure in ALL IS LOST with a young woman sailor, Disgusted by his parents — who sell his sister in exchange for some chickens — Zain teams up with Rahil, a young Ethiopian refugee whose infant becomes his companion. Director Nadine Labaki’s neo-realism...
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